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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention disclosed herein relates
to an apparatus for both humidification and air cleaning.
[0002] Air conditioning apparatuses include air condi-
tioners that control the temperature of air, air cleaners
that remove foreign substances from air to maintain air
cleanliness, humidifiers that increase humidity in the air,
and dehumidifiers that reduce humidity in the air.
[0003] Typical humidifiers are classified into a vibration
type which atomizes water on a vibrating plate and dis-
charges it into air and a natural evaporation type that
evaporates water in a humidification filter.
[0004] The natural evaporation type of humidifier is
classified into a disc type of humidifier which rotates a
disc using a driving force and allows water to naturally
evaporate from the surface of the disc in the air and a
humidification filter type of humidifier which allows water
to naturally evaporate from a wet humidification medium
by flowing air.
[0005] In a typical humidifier, a portion of flowing air
during the humidification process is filtered by a filter.
However, since the main function of a typical humidifier
is a humidification function, its air cleaning function is
weak.
[0006] Also, since a typical humidifier has a structure
in which the humidification process is performed by add-
ing a filtration function, a typical humidifier cannot be op-
erated only for air filtration.
[0007] Accordingly, even in a situation where humidity
is high, a typical humidifier inevitably performs humidifi-
cation even thought a user desires air cleaning.
JP 2014 156968 A discloses a mist generator having a
mist motor which drives a rotator and a blower motor.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The present invention provides a humidification
and air cleaning apparatus which can separately operate
a humidification function and an air cleaning function.
[0009] The present invention also provides a humidifi-
cation and air cleaning apparatus in which two motors
can be effectively installed.
[0010] The present invention also provides a humidifi-
cation and air cleaning apparatus which can minimize
vibration even though two motors are simultaneously op-
erated.
[0011] The present invention also provides a humidifi-
cation and air cleaning apparatus which can prevent oc-
currence of resonance even though two motors are si-
multaneously operated.
[0012] The present invention also provides a humidifi-
cation and air cleaning apparatus which can minimize
delivery of vibration generated in one motor to the other
motor.
[0013] The objectives of the present invention are not

limited to the above-mentioned objectives, and other ob-
jectives that are not mentioned will be clearly understood
by persons skilled in the art from the following description.
The objects of the present invention are solved by the
features of the independent claim.
[0014] Embodiments of the present invention provide
humidification and air cleaning apparatuses preferably
including: a base body including an upper body and a
lower body coupled to a lower part of the upper body; a
water tank disposed at an upper part of the upper body,
storing water, and including a watering housing spraying
water to the inside; a watering motor installed at the upper
body and providing a torque to the watering housing; and
a blower motor installed at the lower body, wherein the
lower body, the upper body, and the water tank are
stacked sequentially, and the blower motor, and the wa-
tering motor are disposed vertically inside the base body,
and the watering motor, and the blower motor are spaced
a predetermined interval away from each other and dis-
posed on the same axis.
[0015] The blower motor includes a blower motor axis
and the watering motor may include a watering motor
axis, and the blower motor axis and the watering motor
axis are disposed vertically.
[0016] The blower motor axis and the watering motor
axis are disposed on the same straight line.
[0017] In some embodiments, the blower motor axis
may be disposed downwardly, and the watering motor
axis may be disposed upwardly.
[0018] In some embodiments, the humidification and
air cleaning apparatuses may further include: a water
tank mounted on the upper body and storing water; and
a watering housing disposed inside the water tank and
spraying water stored in the water tank, wherein the wa-
tering motor may deliver a torque to the watering housing
and rotate the watering housing.
[0019] In some embodiments, the humidification and
air cleaning apparatuses may further include: a first cou-
pling coupled to the watering motor axis; and a second
coupling coupled to the first coupling to receive a torque
and coupled to the watering housing to deliver a torque.
[0020] In some embodiments, the water tank may be
disposed detachable from the upper body, and the first
coupling and the second coupling may be coupled sep-
arably, and when the water tank is separated, the first
coupling and the second coupling may be separated.
[0021] In some embodiments, the upper body may fur-
ther include an upper inner body having a water tank
insertion space and the watering motor may be installed
at the upper inner body.
[0022] In some embodiments, the watering motor may
be installed at an undersurface of the upper inner body
and the watering motor may be disposed to penetrate
the undersurface of the upper inner body.
[0023] In some embodiments, the lower body may in-
clude a blower fan housing, and the blower motor may
be installed at the blower fan housing, and a blower fan
may be coupled to the blower motor axis.
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[0024] In some embodiments, the blower fan may be
disposed at a lower side, and the blower motor may be
disposed at an upper side of the blower fan, and the blow-
er motor axis may extend downwardly to be coupled with
the blower fan.
[0025] In some embodiments, the blower fan may be
formed to surround the blower motor.
[0026] In some embodiments, the blower fan may be
a centrifugal fan admitting air from a lower side and then
discharging air in a radial direction.
[0027] In some embodiments, the blower fan may dis-
charge air in a radial direction and discharge the air to
be inclined upwardly.
[0028] The upper body further includes: an upper outer
body forming an appearance of the base body and cou-
pled to the lower body; and an upper inner body disposed
inside the upper outer body and coupled to the upper
outer body, wherein the lower includes: a lower outer
body forming an appearance of the base body and cou-
pled to the upper outer body; and a blower fan housing
disposed inside the lower outer body and coupled to the
lower outer body, wherein the watering motor is installed
at the upper inner body and the blower motor is installed
at the blower fan housing.
[0029] In some embodiments, the lower outer body
may have a flat section that becomes narrower as it goes
from a lower side to an upper side and the upper outer
body may have a flat section that becomes narrower as
it goes from an upper side to a lower side.
[0030] In some embodiments, the upper outer body
and the lower outer body may be fastened and assem-
bled.
[0031] In some embodiments, the upper inner body
and the blower fan housing may be fastened and assem-
bled.
[0032] In some embodiments, the upper outer body
and the lower outer body may be fastened and assem-
bled, and the upper inner body and the blower fan hous-
ing may be fastened and assembled, and the watering
motor and the blower motor may form a motor separation
interval and may be disposed vertically.
[0033] In some embodiments, the blower motor may
include a blower motor axis, and the watering motor may
include a watering motor axis, and the blower motor axis
may be installed downwardly, and the watering motor
axis may be installed upwardly.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0034] The accompanying drawings are included to
provide a further understanding of the present invention,
and are incorporated in and constitute a part of this spec-
ification. The drawings illustrate exemplary embodiments
of the present invention and, together with the descrip-
tion, serve to explain principles of the present invention.
In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating a humidifica-

tion and air cleaning apparatus according to a first
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is an exploded perspective view of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is an exploded front view of FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is an exploded cross-sectional view of FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is a view illustrating an air flow of the humid-
ification and air cleaning apparatus according to the
first embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of an air wash module
shown in FIG. 2 when seen from the lower side;
FIG. 7 is a front view of an air wash module shown
in FIG. 2;
FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
A-A of FIG. 7;
FIG. 9 is a left cross-sectional view of the air wash
module shown in FIG. 2;
FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
B-B of FIG. 9;
FIG. 11 is an exploded perspective view of the water
tank base shown in FIG. 6;
FIG. 12 is a perspective view when seen from the
upper side of FIG. 11;
FIG. 13 is a bottom view of FIG. 11;
FIG. 14 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
B-B of FIG. 13;
FIG. 15 is a partial enlarged view of FIG. 14;
FIG. 16 is a perspective view of an upper body lower
side of FIG. 2;
FIG. 17 is a front view of FIG. 16;
FIG. 18 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
A-A of FIG. 17;
FIG. 19 is a bottom view of FIG. 16;
FIG. 20 is a plan view of FIG. 16;
FIG. 21 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
B-B of FIG. 20;
FIG. 22 is a cross-sectional view of FIG. 1;
FIG. 23 is an exploded cross-sectional view when a
watering motor and a blower motor are separated;
and
FIG. 24 is a cross-sectional view when a watering
motor and a blower motor are coupled.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0035] Advantages and features of the present inven-
tion, and implementation methods thereof will be clarified
through following embodiments described with reference
to the accompanying drawings. The present invention
may, however, be embodied in different forms and should
not be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth
herein. Rather, these embodiments are provided so that
this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will
fully convey the scope of the present invention to those
skilled in the art. Further, the present invention is only
defined by scopes of claims. Like reference numerals
refer to like elements throughout.
[0036] Hereinafter, exemplary embodiments of the
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present invention will be described in detail with refer-
ence to the accompanying drawings.
[0037] FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating a humid-
ification and air cleaning apparatus according to a first
embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 2 is an ex-
ploded perspective view of FIG. 1. FIG. 3 is an exploded
front view of FIG. 1. FIG. 4 is an exploded cross-sectional
view of FIG. 3. FIG. 5 is a perspective view when seen
from the lower side of FIG. 2.
[0038] A humidification and air cleaning apparatus ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention may
include an air clean module 100 and an air wash module
200 disposed over the air clean module 100.
[0039] The air clean module 100 may take in and filter
external air, and may provide filtered air to the air wash
module 200. The air wash module 200 may be supplied
with filtered air, may perform humidification to provide
moisture, and may discharge humidified air to the out-
side.
[0040] The air wash module 200 may include a water
tank 300 for storing water. The water tank 300 may be
separable from the air clean module 100 when the air
wash module 200 is separated. The air wash module 200
may be disposed over the air clean module 100.
[0041] A user can separate the air wash module 200
from the air clean module 100, and can clean the air wash
module 200 that is separated. A user may also clean the
inside of the air clean module 100 from which the air wash
module 200 is separated. When the air wash module 200
is separated, the upper surface of the air clean module
100 may be opened to a user. The air clean module 100
may be cleaned after separately removing a filter assem-
bly 10 described later.
[0042] A user may supply water into the air wash mod-
ule 200. The air wash module 200 may have a water
supply flow passage formed therein to supply water from
the outside to the water tank 300.
[0043] The water supply flow passage may be config-
ured to supply water into the water tank 300 at any mo-
ment. For example, even when the air wash module 200
is operating, water can be supplied through the water
supply flow passage. For example, even when the air
wash module 200 is coupled to the air clean module 100,
water can be supplied through the water supply flow pas-
sage. For example, even when the air wash module 200
is decoupled from the air clean module 100, water can
be supplied through the water supply flow passage.
[0044] The air clean module 100 and the air wash mod-
ule 200 may be connected to each other through a con-
nection flow passage 103. Since the air wash module
200 is separable, the connection flow passage 103 may
be distributedly formed at the air clean module 100 and
the air wash module 200.
[0045] The connection flow passage formed in the air
clean module 100 may be defined as a clean connection
flow passage 104, and the connection flow passage
formed in the air wash module 200 may be defined as a
humidification connection flow passage 105. When the

air wash module 200 is mounted on the air clean module
100, for the first time, the connection flow passage may
be connected and the flow passage of air may be con-
figured accurately.
[0046] The flow of air passing through the air clean
module 100 and the air wash module 200 will be de-
scribed in more detail later.
[0047] A configuration of the air clean module 100 will
be described in more detail as follows.
[0048] The air clean module 100 may include a base
body 110 where an intake flow passage 101 and a clean
connection flow passage 104 are formed, a filter assem-
bly 10 disposed detachable from the base body 110 and
performing filtration on flowing air, and an air blowing unit
20 disposed inside the base body 110 and flowing air.
[0049] External air may be entered into the inside of
the base body 110 through the intake flow passage 101.
The air filtered in the filter assembly 10 may be provided
to the air wash module 200 through the clean connection
flow passage 104.
[0050] In this embodiment, the base body 110 may be
configured with two parts.
[0051] The base body 110 may include the lower body
130 defining the exterior thereof and having an inlet hole
110 formed in the undersurface thereof, and the upper
body 120 defining the exterior thereof and coupled to the
upper side of the lower body 130.
[0052] A display module 160 may be disposed in at
least one of the air clean module 100 or the air wash
module 200 to display the operational state to a user. In
this embodiment, the display module 160 may be dis-
posed in the base body 110 to display the operational
state of the humidification and air cleaning apparatus to
a user.
[0053] The upper body 120 and the lower body 130
may be assembled integrally. Unlike this embodiment,
the upper body 120 and the lower body 130 may be man-
ufactured as one.
[0054] The air wash module 200 may be detachably
mounted on the upper side of the upper body 120 and
support the weight of the air wash module 200.
[0055] The upper body 120 may provide a structure
where the water tank 300 is mounted stably. The upper
body 120 may have a structure where the water tank 300
of the air wash module 200 is separable. The upper body
120 may have a concave structure for receiving the water
tank 300.
[0056] The upper body 120 may be convavely formed
inside the base body 110 and the water tank 300 may be
received inside the base body 110. Through this, the
center of gravity of an air cleaner may be further moved
to the lower side.
[0057] An air cleaner according to this embodiment
may receive power through the air clean module 100 and
provide power to the air wash module 200 through the
air clean module 100. Since the air wash module 200
has a structure separable from the air clean module 100,
the air clean module 100 and the air wash module 200
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may be provided with a separable power supply struc-
ture.
[0058] Since the air clean module 100 and the air wash
module 200 are assembled through the upper body 120,
a connector 260 may be disposed in the upper body 120
to provide power for the air wash module 200. A top con-
nector 270 may be disposed in the top cover assembly
230, and may be separably connected to the connector
260. When the top cover assembly 230 is placed, the top
connector 270 may be disposed over the connector 260.
The top cover assembly 230 may be supplied with elec-
tricity from the connector 260 via the top connector 270.
[0059] The filter assembly 10 may be assembled to be
detachable from the base body 110.
[0060] The filter assembly 10 may provide the filtering
flow passage 102, and may filter external air.
[0061] The filter assembly 10 may have a structure that
is detachable from the base body 110 in a horizontal di-
rection. The filter assembly 10 may be disposed so as to
cross the flowing direction of air that flows upstream in a
vertical direction. The filter assembly 10 may be disposed
in a horizontal direction orthogonal to the flow of air flow-
ing from the lower side to the upper side.
[0062] The filter assembly 10 may slide in a horizontal
direction with respect to the base body 110.
[0063] The air blowing unit 20 may generate flowing of
air. The air blowing unit 20 may be disposed inside the
base body 110, and may allow air to flow from the lower
side to the upper side.
[0064] The air blowing unit 20 may include a blower
housing 150, a blower motor 22, and a blower fan 24. In
this embodiment, the blower motor 22 may be disposed
at an upper side, and the blower fan 24 may be disposed
at a lower side. The blower motor 22 may include a blower
motor axis 23 and the blower motor axis 23 may be in-
stalled downwardly and a blower fan 24 may be coupled
to the blower motor axis 23.
[0065] The blower housing 150 may be disposed inside
the base body 110. The blower housing 150 may provide
a flow passage of flowing air. The blower motor 22 and
the blower fan 24 may be disposed in the blower housing
150.
[0066] The blower housing 150 may be disposed over
the filter assembly 10, and may be disposed under the
upper body 120.
[0067] The blower fan 24 may be a centrifugal fan, and
may admit air from the lower side thereof and discharge
air to the outside in a radial direction. The blower fan 24
may discharge air to the upper side and the outside in a
radial direction. The outer end of the blower fan 24 may
be disposed to direct to the upper side in a radial direction.
[0068] The blower motor 22 may be disposed over the
blower fan 24 to minimize contact with flowing air. The
blower motor 22 may not be located on an air flow pas-
sage by the blower fan 24.
[0069] The air wash module 200 may include a water
tank 300, a watering unit 400, a humidification medium
50, a visual body 210, and a top cover assembly 230.

The water tank 300 may store water for humidification,
and may be detachably disposed over the air clean mod-
ule 100. The watering unit 400 may be disposed in the
water tank 300, and may spray water in the water tank
300. The humidification medium 50 may be wetted with
water sprayed from the watering unit 400, and may pro-
vide moisture to flowing air. The visual body 210 may be
coupled to the water tank 300, and may be formed of a
transparent material. The top cover assembly 230 may
be detachably disposed over the visual body 210, and
may include a discharge flow passage 107 through which
air is discharged and a water supply flow passage 109
through which water is supplied.
[0070] The water tank 300 may be mounted on the
upper body 120. The watering unit 400 may be disposed
inside the water tank 300, and may rotate inside the water
tank 300.
[0071] The watering unit 400 may draw water inside
the water tank 300, upwardly pump the drawn water, and
then spray the pumped water toward the outside in a
radial direction. The watering unit 400 may include the
watering housing 800 that draws water, upwardly pumps
drawn water, and then sprays pumped water toward the
outside in a radiation direction.
[0072] Water sprayed from the watering housing 800
may wet the humidification medium 50. Water sprayed
from the watering housing 800 may be sprayed toward
at least one of the visual body 210 and the humidification
medium 50.
[0073] In this embodiment, the watering housing 800
may spray water to the inner side surface of the visual
body 210, and sprayed water may flow down along the
inner side surface of the visual body 210. Droplets formed
in a form of water drop may be formed on the inner side
surface of the visual body 210, and a user can see drop-
lets through the visual body 210.
[0074] The visual body 210 may be coupled to the wa-
ter tank 300, and may be located over the water tank
300. At least a portion of visual body 210 may be formed
of a material through which a user can see the inside.
[0075] The droplet formed at the inner side surface of
the visual body 210 may implement a raindrop shape.
The droplet flowing down from the visual body 210 may
wet the humidification medium 50.
[0076] A display module 160 may be disposed outside
the visual body 210. The display module 160 may be
coupled to any one of the visual body 210 and the upper
body 120. In this embodiment, the display module 160
may be disposed at the upper body 120.
[0077] When the air wash module 200 is placed, the
outer surface of the visual body 210 may adhere closely
to the display module 160. At least a portion of the surface
of the display module 160 may be formed of a material
that reflects light.
[0078] Droplets formed on the visual body 210 may
also be projected onto the surface of the display module
160. Accordingly, a user can observe the motion of drop-
lets at both visual body 210 and display module 160.
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[0079] The water tank 300 may include a water tank
inlet 31 through which air passes. The air supplied from
the air clean module 100 may flow into the air wash mod-
ule 200 through the water tank inlet 31.
[0080] The humidification medium 50 may include a
water tank humidification medium 51 disposed at the con-
nection flow passage 103, and a discharge humidification
medium 55 disposed at the discharge flow passage 107.
[0081] The water tank humidification medium 51 may
be disposed on the connection flow passage 103 and in
this embodiment, may be disposed at the water tank inlet
31 of the water tank 300. The water tank humidification
medium 51 may be disposed inside the water tank inlet
31 and provide humidification on air passing through the
water tank inlet 31.
[0082] The water tank humidification medium 51 may
cover the water tank inlet 31, and air may penetrate the
water tank humidification medium 51 to flow into the water
tank 300.
[0083] The discharge humidification medium 55 may
be disposed on the discharge flow passage 107. The
discharge humidification medium 55 may be disposed
on at least one of the visual body 21 or the top cover
assembly 230. In this embodiment, the discharge humid-
ification medium 55 may be disposed at the top cover
assembly 230.
[0084] The discharge humidification medium 55 may
cover the discharge flow passage 107, and air may pen-
etrate the discharge humidification medium 55 to flow to
the outside of the top cover assembly 230.
[0085] Hereinafter, the flow of air will be described with
reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0086] When the air blowing unit 20 operates, external
air may flow into the base body 110 through the intake
flow passage 101 formed at a lower side of the base body
110. Air entered through the intake flow passage 101
may pass the air clean module 100 and the air wash
module 200 while moving upward, and may be dis-
charged to the outside through the discharge flow pas-
sage 107 formed at an upper side of the air wash module
200.
[0087] The air entered to the intake flow passage 101
may pass through the filtering flow passage 102 of the
filter assembly 10. As the air passes through the filtering
flow passage 102, the filter assembly 10 may filter exter-
nal air.
[0088] Air passing the filtering flow passage 102 may
flow to the connection flow passage through the air blow-
ing unit 20. After the air passing through the filtering flow
passage 102 is pressed by the blower fan 24, it flows to
the connection flow passage 103 along the blower fan
housing 150.
[0089] Since the air blowing unit 20 is disposed next
to the filtering flow passage 102, adherence of foreign
substances like dust on the blower fan 24 can be mini-
mized.
[0090] If the air blowing unit 20 is disposed before the
filtering flow passage 102, foreign substances may be

attached to the blower fan 24, and due to this, a cleaning
cycle may be shortened.
[0091] Also, since the air blowing unit 20 is disposed
at the front of the humidification flow passage 106, ad-
herence of moisture on the surface of the blower fan 24
can be minimized. When moisture adheres to the surface
of the blower fan 24, foreign substances may adhere to
the surface of the blower fan 24 or molds may be likely
to grow on the blower fan 24.
[0092] Since the air blowing unit 20 is disposed be-
tween the filtering flow passage 102 and the humidifica-
tion flow passage 106, the adherence of foreign sub-
stances may be minimized and the flow pressure of air
may be provided appropriately.
[0093] The connection flow passage 103 may include
the clean connection flow passage 104 formed in the air
clean module 100 and the humidification connection flow
passage 105 formed in the air wash module 200.
[0094] When the air wash module 200 is placed on the
upper body 120, the clean connection flow passage 104
and the humidification connection flow passage 105 may
be connected to each other. When the air wash module
200 is in a separated state, the clean connection flow
passage 104 and the humidification connection flow pas-
sage 105 may be exposed to the outside.
[0095] The clean connection flow passage 104 may be
formed in the upper body 120, and the humidification
connection flow passage 105 may be formed in the air
wash module 200.
[0096] The clean connection flow passage 104 and the
humidification connection flow passage 105 may also be
formed in a form of duct to form a clear flow passage. In
this embodiment, when the connection flow passage 103
is distributed as a partial structure of the upper body 120
and a partial structure of the water tank 300 and the air
wash module 200 is mounted on the upper body 120, the
connection flow passage 103 may be formed.
[0097] In this embodiment, the upper body 120 may
provide the outer structure of the connection flow pas-
sage 103 and the water tank 300 may provide the inner
structure of the connection flow passage 103.
[0098] That is, the connection flow passage 103 may
be formed between the outside of the water tank 300 and
the inside of the upper body 120. Therefore, the connec-
tion flow passage 103 may be formed between the water
tank 300 and the upper body 120. The water tank 300
may form an inner wall of the connection flow passage
103 and the upper body 120 may form an outer wall of
the connection flow passage 103.
[0099] In such a manner, the structure of the connec-
tion flow passage 103 may minimize a structure for form-
ing a flow passage through a distributed arrangement.
The connection flow passage 103 may be formed in a
vertical direction.
[0100] Air passing through the connection flow pas-
sage 103 may flow into the humidification flow passage
106. The humidification flow passage 106 may be a sec-
tion where moisture is supplied. In this embodiment, the
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humidification flow passage 106 may be a flow passage
from the water tank humidification medium 51 to the dis-
charge humidification medium 55.
[0101] While air passes through the water tank humid-
ification medium 51, moisture may be supplied to the air
in the connection flow passage 51. Then, water drops
scattered from the watering unit 400 and moistures evap-
orated from the water tank 300 may be provided into the
water tank 300.
[0102] As air passes through the discharge humidifi-
cation medium 55, moisture may be supplied again to
the air in the water tank 300.
[0103] Moisture may be supplied in the humidification
flow passage 106 through the water tank humidification
medium 51, the inside of the water tank 300, and the
discharge humidification medium 55.
[0104] Air passing through the discharge humidifica-
tion medium 55 may be exposed to the outside through
the discharge flow passage 107.
[0105] FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view illustrating the
air wash module shown in FIG. 2 when seen from the
lower side.FIG. 7 is a front view of the air wash module
shown in FIG. 2. FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view taken
along a line A-A of FIG. 7. FIG. 9 is a left cross-sectional
view of the air wash module shown in FIG. 2. FIG. 10 is
a cross-sectional view taken along a line B-B of FIG. 9.
FIG. 11 is an exploded perspective view of the water tank
base shown in FIG. 6. FIG. 12 is a perspective view when
seen from the upper side of FIG. 11. FIG. 13 is a bottom
view of FIG. 11. FIG. 14 is a cross-sectional view taken
along a line B-B of FIG. 13. FIG. 15 is a partial enlarged
view of FIG. 14.
[0106] Referring to the drawings, the water tank 300
may include a water tank body 320 for storing water, a
water tank base 340 coupled to the lower part of the water
tank body 320, a water tank inlet 31 formed at a side
surface of the water tank body 320, a column 35 disposed
inside the water tank body 320 and protruding upwardly,
and a floater housing 330 disposed inside the water tank
body 320 and including a floater 332 that moves in a
vertical direction.
[0107] In this embodiment, the water tank body 320
may be formed into a cylindrical shape with an opened
upper side. Unlike this embodiment, the water tank body
320 may be formed into various shapes.
[0108] The column 35 may be formed at the water tank
body 320, and a power transmission module 60 de-
scribed later may be disposed inside the column 35. The
column 35 may prevent or suppress the water stored in
the water tank body 320 from contacting the power trans-
mission module 60.
[0109] The water tank base 340 may be coupled to the
outer undersurface of the water tank body 320. A prede-
termined space may be formed between the water tank
base 340 and the water tank body 320. The space formed
between the water tank body 320 and the water tank
base 340 may be defined as a water tank base space
311. The water tank base space 311 may be sealed from

the outside and may be configured to prevent water pen-
etration.
[0110] The water tank body extension part 380 may
upwardly extend from the water tank 300. The water tank
body extension part 380 may form the water tank inlet
31. The water tank inlet 31 may be formed between the
water tank body extension parts 380.
[0111] The water tank inlet 31 may be formed in the
side surface of the water tank body 320. The water tank
inlet 31 may be formed in all directions of 360 degrees
of a circumference the water tank body 320. The water
tank inlet 31 may communicate with the connection flow
passage 103.
[0112] The water tank body extension part 380 may
guide water flowing down from the inner side surface of
the visual body 210 into the water tank 300. The noise
of dropping water can be minimized by guiding water
flowing down from the visual body 210.
[0113] The water tank body extension part 380 may be
fastened to the lower end of the visual body 210. A water
tank fastening part 381 fastened to the visual body 210
may be disposed on at least one of the plurality of water
tank body extension parts 380. The water tank fastening
part 381 may be disposed outside the water tank body
extension part 380. The visual body 210 and the water
tank 300 may be coupled to each other through a fasten-
ing member (not shown) fastened to the water tank fas-
tening part 381.
[0114] The column 35 may be disposed at the water
tank body 320. In this embodiment, the column 35 may
be formed in a conical shape. The watering housing 800
may be installed to surround the column 35. In this em-
bodiment, the column 35 may be integrally formed with
the water body 320. The column 35 may be formed pro-
truding upwardly from the undersurface of the water tank
body 320.
[0115] The floater housing 330 may be formed inside
the water tank body 320. The floater 322 may be disposed
inside the floater housing 330. The floater 332 may be
formed of a material having a lighter specific gravity than
water and move vertically according to a level of water
stored in the water tank 300 inside the floater housing
330.
[0116] The floater housing 330 may be installed at the
inner sidewall of the water tank body 320. The floater
housing 330 may extend long in a vertical direction. The
floater housing 330 may have a structure where water of
the water tank body 300 flows.
[0117] The lower end 331 of the floater housing 330
may protrude downwardly from the undersurface of the
water tank body 320. A space formed protruding toward
the lower side of the water tank body 320 may be defined
as a floater storage space 333.
[0118] When the floater 332 is located in the floater
storage space 333, it may be a state that there is no water
in the water tank 300.
[0119] The floater 332 may be part of a water level
sensor. A permanent magnet 335 may be disposed at
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the floater 332. The water level sensor may include a
magnetic sensor 334 for detecting the magnetic force of
the permanent magnet 335. The magnetic sensor 334
may be disposed at the upper body 120.
[0120] Therefore, the water level sensor may detect a
water level of the water tank 300 in a non-contact method.
Especially, since the water tank 300 is a separable struc-
ture, it may be desirable to detect a water level through
a non-contact method. Whether the water tank 300 is
mounted may be determined by using a signal detected
from the water level sensor. For example, when the mag-
netic sensor 334 detects the permanent magnet, a con-
troller (not shown) may determine that the water tank 300
is mounted.
[0121] The water tank base 340 may include a base
border 342 protruding upwardly from the undersurface,
and a groove 343 where the lower end 331 of the floater
housing 330 is inserted may be formed in the base border
342. The lower end 331 may be inserted into the groove
343. The lower end 331 may be exposed through the
groove 343. The lower end 331 of the floater housing 330
exposed through the groove 343 may allow easy detec-
tion of the magnetic sensor 334.
[0122] When the lower end 331 is surrounded by the
base border 342, a magnetic field signal for the perma-
nent magnet may be reduced and due to this, incorrect
detection may occur.
[0123] By exposing the lower end 331 through the
groove 343, the permanent magnet of the floater 332
located inside the lower end 331 may be easily detected.
[0124] A configuration for improving the rigidity of the
water tank 300 may be disposed in the water tank body
320 and the water tank base 340. The water tank 300
may be used as a space for storing water and also may
support the watering unit 400 rigidly. Through this, the
water tank 300 should suppress vibration occurring from
the watering unit 400.
[0125] When the watering unit 400 is not supported
sufficiently, the floor 301 of the water tank body 320 may
be changed or shaken, and vibration may occur. The
vibration occurring from the water tank 300 may spread
throughout the entire structure and therefore, an adverse
effect on the entire humidification and air cleaning appa-
ratus may occur.
[0126] In order to minimize this, a configuration for im-
proving the rigidity may be disposed in the water tank
body 320 and the water tank base 340.
[0127] The undersurface of the column 35 formed at
the water tank body 320 may be open. The open under-
surface of the column 35 may be referred to as a water
tank body insertion hole 329. A bearing housing 650 de-
scribed later may be inserted through the water tank body
insertion hole 329. The bearing housing 650 may be a
composition of the power transmission module 600.
[0128] The base insertion hole 349 may be formed in-
side the water tank base 340. The base insertion hole
349 may be disposed at the lower side of the water tank
body insertion hole 329. The bearing insertion hole 349

may be located at the lower side of the bearing housing
650.
[0129] The lower part of the bearing housing 650 may
be exposed through the base insertion hole 349. A first
coupler 610 described later may be inserted into the base
insertion hole 349.
[0130] The bearing housing 659 may include a bearing
housing body 652 inserted into the column 35 and a hous-
ing flange 654 formed at the lower end of the bearing
housing body 652 and closely contacting the undersur-
face of the water tank body 320.
[0131] The lower surface of the bearing housing 650
may be formed open. The open undersurface of the hear-
ing housing 650 may be referred to as a bearing housing
insertion hole 659. A second coupler 620 described later
may be disposed in the bearing housing insertion hole
659.
[0132] The bearing housing insertion hole 659 and the
base insertion hole 349 may communicate with each oth-
er.
[0133] The base insertion hole 349 may be located at
the lower side of the bearing housing insertion hole 659.
The second coupler 620 may be exposed through the
base insertion hole 349. The first coupler 610 may be
inserted through the base insertion hole 349 and may be
detachably coupled to the second coupler 620.
[0134] The housing flange 654 may be formed to the
outside in a radial direction. The housing flange 654 may
closely contact the lower undersurface of the water tank
body 320. When seen from a plane, the housing flange
654 may be formed wider than the plane of the column 35.
[0135] The column 35 and the housing flange 654 may
be disposed on the concentric axis.
[0136] The housing flange 654 may be fastened to the
water tank 300 through a fastening member 651. The
fastening member 651 may be fastened to the water tank
body 320 through the housing flange 654.
[0137] Separately from a first fastening member 651
for fixing the bearing housing 650, a fastening member
655 for fixing the water tank body 320 and the water tank
base 340 may be disposed.
[0138] The fastening member 651 for fixing the bearing
housing 650 may be defined as the first fastening mem-
ber 651 and the fastening member 655 for fixing the water
tank body 320 and the water tank base 340 may be de-
fined as a second fastening member.
[0139] In this embodiment, the first fastening member
651 may fasten the water tank base 340, the housing
flange 654, and the water tank body 320 at a time. Since
the first fastening member 651 fastens three composi-
tions at the same time, the bearing housing 650 may be
more robustly fixed. Since the first fastening member 651
fastens three compositions at the same time, the lower
rigidity of the water tank 300 may be improved.
[0140] In order to install the first fastening member 651,
fastening parts 321 and 341 may be formed at the water
tank body 320 and the water tank base 340, respectively.
[0141] A body fastening part 321 formed at the water
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tank body 320 may be formed in a boss shape, and base
fastening part 341 formed at the water tank base 340
may be formed in a hole shape.
[0142] A flange fastening part 653 that the first fasten-
ing member 651 penetrates may be formed at the hous-
ing flange 654. The flange fastening part 653 may be in
a hole shape.
[0143] The first fastening member 651 is a screw and
is fixed to the body fastening part 321 through the base
fastening part 341 and the housing flange 654. The first
fastening member 651 is fastened to the upper side at
the lower side.
[0144] Each of the first fastening member 651 and the
fastening parts 341, 653, and 321 may be formed in plu-
rality. The first fastening member 651 may be disposed
at least two, and in this embodiment, four may be radially
disposed based on the power transmission axis 640.
[0145] When seen from a plane, the first fastening
member 651 may be disposed at 90-degree equal inter-
vals on the basis of the power transmission axis 640.
[0146] Separately from a first fastening member 651
for fixing the bearing housing 650, a fastening member
655 for fixing the water tank body 320 and the water tank
base 340 may be disposed.
[0147] The first fastening member 651 for fixing the
bearing housing 650 may be defined as the first fastening
member 651 and the fastening member 655 for fixing the
water tank body 320 and the water tank base 340 may
be defined as a second fastening member 655.
[0148] The fastening member 655 may improve the
rigidity of the water tank 300 by coupling the water tank
body 320 and the water tank base 340.
[0149] The second fastening member 655 is for cou-
pling the water tank body 320 and the water tank base
340. Unlike this embodiment, through a mutual catch
through a hook instead of a fastening member, a water
tank body and a water tank base may be coupled to each
other. When coupling is implemented through a mutual
catch, since a fine interval is formed, it may be vulnerable
to vibration. In this embodiment, in order to prevent this,
the water tank body 320 and the water tank base 340 are
coupled to each other through the second fastening
member 655.
[0150] The second fastening member 655 may be fas-
tened at the lower part of the water tank base 340 and
fastened to the water tank body 320 through the water
tank base 340. A fastening part 325 to which the second
fastening member 655 is fastened may be formed at the
undersurface of the water tank body 320.
[0151] A fastening part 321 coupled to the first fasten-
ing member 651 may be defined as a first fastening part
321. A fastening part 325 coupled to the second fastening
member 655 may be defined as a second fastening part
325. A fastening part 341 formed at the water tank base
340 may be defined as a base fastening part 341.
[0152] The second fastening part 325 may be formed
protruding downwardly from the undersurface of the wa-
ter tank body 320. The second fastening part 325 may

be formed in a boss shape.
[0153] The second fastening part 325 may be disposed
radially on the basis of the power transmission axis 640.
The second fastening part 325 may be disposed in plu-
rality around the power transmission axis 640 and each
may be disposed at an equal interval. In this embodiment,
six second fastening parts 325 may be disposed at 60-
degree equal intervals on the basis of the power trans-
mission axis 640.
[0154] Through the second fastening member 655, the
water tank base 340 may closely contact the undersur-
face of the water tank body 320 and may be fixed to it,
and also may closely contact the housing flange 654.
[0155] A flange supporter 348 for supporting the hous-
ing flange 654 may be formed at the water tank base
340. The flange supporter 348 may protrude upwardly.
[0156] The flange supporter 348 may be formed
around the base insertion hole 349. In this embodiment,
the flange supporter 348 may be formed circularly along
the base insertion hole 349.
[0157] The base fastening part 341 may be disposed
outside the flange supporter 348. That is, when the flange
supporter 348 supports the bearing housing 650, the first
fastening member 651 may fasten the water tank base
340, the housing flange 654, and the water tank body 320.
[0158] Moreover, ribs for improving each strength may
be disposed at the water tank body 320 and the water
tank base 340.
[0159] A rib formed at the water tank 320 in order for
strength enhancement may be referred to as a body en-
hancement rib 350 and a rib formed at the water tank
base 340 may be referred to as a base enhancement rib
355.
[0160] The body enhancement rib 350 may be formed
at the floor 301 of the water tank body 320. The body
enhancement rib 350 may be formed protruding down-
wardly from the undersurface of the water tank body 320.
[0161] The body enhancement rib 350 may include a
first enhancement rib 352 formed radially based on the
power transmission axis 640 and a second enhancement
rib 354 formed circumferentially based on the power
transmission axis 640.
[0162] The first enhancement rib 352 may be formed
extending from the water tank body insertion hole 329 to
the edge. The first enhancement rib 352 may be radially
formed in plurality.
[0163] The second enhancement rib 354 may be dis-
posed to form a concentric circle to the outside in a radial
direction from the water tank body insertion hole 329.
The second enhancement rib 354 may be disposed in
plurality to the outside in a radial direction while forming
a concentric circle.
[0164] The first enhancement rib 352 and the second
enhancement rib 354 may intersect each other.
[0165] Through the first enhancement rib 352 and the
second enhancement rib 354, a thickness of the water
tank body 320 may be minimized and its strength may
be maintained with the minimized thickness.
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[0166] Through the first enhancement rib 352 and the
second enhancement rib 354, it may be minimized that
the vibration of the bearing housing 650 is delivered to
the outside of the water tank 300 in a radial direction.
[0167] Through the first enhancement rib 352 and the
second enhancement rib 354, eccentricity may be mini-
mized during an operation of the watering unit 400. Since
the watering unit 400 extends long in a vertical direction,
when the strength of the floor 301 of the water tank 300
is enhanced, eccentricity may be minimized at the upper
end of the watering unit 400.
[0168] The base enhancement rib 355 may be formed
along the edge of the water tank base 340.
[0169] A groove 356 concaved in a vertical direction
may be formed in the water tank base 340, and the base
enhancement rib 355 may be formed at the groove 356.
[0170] The groove 356 may be formed along the edge
of the water tank base 340. The groove 356 may form a
closed curve when seen from the undersurface of the
water tank base 340.
[0171] The base enhancement rib 355 may be dis-
posed in plurality along the groove 356.
[0172] Moreover, a sealing structure for suppressing
water penetration may be disposed between the water
tank body 320 and the water tank base 340.
[0173] A first packing for sealing the inner edges of the
water tank body 320 and the water tank base 340 and a
second packing 362 for sealing the outer edges of the
water tank body 320 and the water tank base 340 may
be disposed.
[0174] The first packing 361 may prevent water or
moisture from entering through the base insertion hole
349. The second packing 362 may prevent water or mois-
ture from entering through the outer edges of the water
tank body 320 and the water tank base 340.
[0175] In order to install the first packing 361, a first
packing installation groove 363 may be disposed. The
first packing installation groove 363 may be formed in at
least one of the flange supporter 348 or the housing
flange 654. In this embodiment, the first packing instal-
lation groove 363 may be formed at the undersurface of
the housing flange 654. The first packing installation
groove 363 may form a closed curve around the base
insertion hole 349.
[0176] The first packing installation groove 363 may
be formed concave upwardly. When the flange supporter
384 closely contacts the housing flange 654, sealing is
implemented as the first packing 361 closely contacts it.
[0177] Moreover, a packing 365 may be installed be-
tween the housing flange 654 and the water tank body
320. The packing 365 may be disposed at the upper side
of the housing flange 654. The packing 365 may seal the
water tank body insertion hole 329. The packing 365 may
form a closed curve along the water tank body insertion
hole 329.
[0178] In this embodiment, the packing 365 may be
disposed at the lower side of the water tank body 320,
and closely contact between the bearing housing 650

and the water tank body 320 during the fastening of the
first fastening member 651. The packing 365 may be
disposed at the inside compared to the first fastening
member 651 or the body fastening part 321.
[0179] Also, in order to install the second packing 362,
a second packing installation groove 364 may be dis-
posed.
[0180] The second packing installation groove 364
may be disposed in at least one of the water tank body
320 and the water tank base 340. In this embodiment, it
may be formed at the upper surface of the water tank
base 340. The second packing installation groove 364
may be formed concave downwardly.
[0181] The second packing installation groove 364
may form a closed curve along the edge of the water tank
base 340. The second packing installation groove 364
may be formed by a rib 367 protruding upwardly from the
upper surface of the water tank base 340.
[0182] In this embodiment, the second packing instal-
lation groove 364 may be located at the upper side of the
base enhancement rib 355. The second packing instal-
lation groove 364 may be disposed at the upper side of
the groove 356 where the base enhancement rib 355 is
disposed.
[0183] That is, the groove 356 and the second packing
installation groove 364 for the base enhancement rib 355
may be disposed vertically and through this, the second
packing installation groove 364 may enhance the
strength.
[0184] The second packing installation groove 364
may be formed as avoiding the lower end 331 of the float-
er housing 330. The lower end 331 of the floater housing
330 may be located outside the packing installation
groove 364.
[0185] Moreover, a window module 390 may be in-
stalled at the undersurface of the water tank 300 to trans-
mit light. The window module 390 may transmit ultraviolet
rays.
[0186] A body opening part 326 may be formed at the
water tank body 320. A base opening part 346 may be
formed in the water tank base 340. The base opening
part 346 may be located at the lower side of the body
opening part 326. The body opening part 326 and the
base opening part 346 may be disposed in a vertical di-
rection.
[0187] The window module 390 may be disposed be-
tween the water tank body 320 and the water tank base
340. The window module 390 may closely contact be-
tween the water tank body 320 and the water tank base
340.
[0188] In this embodiment, the window module 390
may be fastened to the undersurface of the water tank
body 320 and seal the body opening part 326.
[0189] In relation to the window module 390, an ultra-
violet module 290 for providing ultraviolet rays may be
disposed at the upper body 120. Ultraviolet rays gener-
ated from the ultraviolet module 190 may penetrate the
window module 390 to be projected into the water tank
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300. The water stored in the water tank 300 may be ster-
ilized through the ultraviolet rays.
[0190] Then the flow guide 310 formed at the under-
surface of the water tank 300 will be described.
[0191] The flow guide 310 for guiding the stored water
to the watering housing 80 may be disposed at the un-
dersurface of the water tank 300. The flow guide 310 may
be formed integrally with the water tank 300. In this em-
bodiment, the flow guide 310 may be formed integrally
with the water tank body 320. The flow guide 310 may
be formed protruding upwardly from the undersurface of
the water tank body 320.
[0192] The case that the water stored in the water tank
300 may be defined as empty water. The empty water
may be greater than the minimum amount for spraying
water through the watering housing 800.
[0193] The empty water may be a height from the inner
undersurface of the water tank 300.
[0194] When the watering housing 800 stops, the
height of stored water may be an amount for spraying
water through a nozzle 410 but after the watering housing
800 rotates, the water height may be lower than the suc-
tion interval 801.
[0195] This is because that the central water moves
toward the inner sidewall of the water tank 300 by the
rotation of the watering housing 800. The flow guide 310
may be for suppressing such a water concentration.
[0196] When water stored in the water tank 300 is emp-
ty, the flow guide 310 may improve the drawing efficiency
of the watering housing 800. The flow guide 310 may
provide a flow in a rising direction with respect to the
water rotating inside the water tank 300. Additionally, the
flow guide 310 may guide water rotating in the water tank
300 toward the watering housing 800.
[0197] The flow guide 310 may guide water flowing
along the inner side of the water tank 300 toward the
center where the watering housing 800 is located. The
flow guide 310 may form a minimum separation distance
(for example, 5 mm) to the watering housing 800. The
flow guide 310 may provide effects such as empty water
efficiency improvement, nose reduction, and vibration re-
duction.
[0198] The flow guide 310 may be spaced a predeter-
mined interval away from the inner wall of the water tank
body 320.
[0199] When the water of the water tank 300 rotates
by the watering housing 800, the flow velocity of the water
rotating in a close distance to the watering housing 800
may be different from the flow velocity of the water rotat-
ing along the inner wall of the water body 320.
[0200] The flow guide 310 may allow a flow velocity in
the water tank 300 to be uniform. For this, when seen on
a plane, an angle between the length direction of the flow
guide 310 and the outer side surface of the watering
housing 800 may be formed within 90 degrees.
[0201] The flow guide 310 may include a first inclination
surface 312 and a second inclination surface 314.
[0202] The first inclination surface 312 may be formed

toward the flow direction of water. Rotating water may
be received through the first inclination surface 312. Wa-
ter rotating along the first inclination surface 312 may be
railed upwardly. The first inclination surface 312 may
guide water rotating along the inner edge of the water
tank 300 toward the watering housing 800.
[0203] The second inclination surface 314 may be
formed opposite to the first inclination surface 314. A
boundary 315 where water overflows may be formed be-
tween the first inclination surface 312 and the second
inclination surface 314. When seen on a plane, in this
embodiment, the boundary 315 may be disposed in a
tangential direction with respect to the surface of the wa-
tering housing 800.
[0204] The flow guide 310 may provide an effect with
only one. In this embodiment, the flow guide 310 may be
disposed in two.
[0205] Then, a watering unit 400 disposed inside the
water tank 300 will be described.
[0206] The watering unit 400 may rotate the watering
housing 800 disposed inside the water tank 300 and spay
water stored inside the water tank 300 to the inner side
surface of the visual body 210 through the rotation of the
watering housing 800.
[0207] The watering unit 400 may provide a structure
for rotating the watering housing 800. The watering unit
400 may provide a power transmission module 600 for
delivering power to the watering housing 800 in a sepa-
rable structure of the water tank 300 and the upper body
120.
[0208] A structure of the watering unit 400 will be de-
scribed in more detail as follows.
[0209] The watering unit 400 may include the watering
housing 800, a watering motor 42, and the power trans-
mission module 600.
[0210] The power transmission module 600 may in-
clude a watering housing 800 disposed inside the water
tank 300, drawing the water of the water tank as rotating,
pumping the drawn water upwardly, and discharging the
pumped water to the outside, a watering motor 42 for
providing a torque to the watering housing 800, and a
power transmission module 600 for delivering a torque
of the watering motor 42 to the watering housing 800.
[0211] After pumping the water stored in the water tank
300 upwardly, the watering housing 800 may have a con-
figuration for spraying the pumped water to the outside
in a radial direction.
[0212] The watering motor 42 may have a configura-
tion for providing a torque for rotating the watering hous-
ing 800.
[0213] The power transmission module 600 may have
a configuration for transmitting a torque of the watering
motor 42 to the watering housing 800.
[0214] The watering housing 800, the watering motor
42, and the power transmission module 600 may be all
installed at the water tank 300. In this case, a user may
be required to lift the watering motor 42 when separating
the air wash module 200. Additionally, in a case that even
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the watering motor 42 is assembled to the air wash mod-
ule 200, if the air wash module 200 is required to be
separated from the air clean module 200, the power sup-
ply structure of the watering motor 42 should be separa-
ble.
[0215] Therefore, this embodiment may suggest a
structure where the heavy watering motor 42 is disposed
at the upper body 120 and only the watering housing 800
and the power transmission module 600 are separated.
A structure as in this embodiment may minimize the
weight of the separable air wash module 200.
[0216] In this embodiment, the watering housing 800
and the watering motor 42 may be separable. The wa-
tering housing 800 may be installed inside the air wash
module 200, and the watering motor 42 may be installed
inside the air clean module 100. When the air wash mod-
ule 200 is separated, the watering housing 800 may be
separated from the air clean module 100 together with
the water tank 300.
[0217] In order for a separation structure of the water-
ing housing 800 and the watering motor 42, in this em-
bodiment, the power transmission module 500 may be
designed to be separable.
[0218] FIG. 16 is a perspective view of an upper body
lower side of FIG. 2. FIG. 17 is a front view of FIG. 16.
FIG. 18 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line A-A
of FIG. 17. FIG. 19 is a bottom view of FIG. 16. FIG. 20
is a plan view of FIG. 16. FIG. 21 is a cross-sectional
view taken along a line B-B of FIG. 20.
[0219] The upper body 120 may configured the upper
part of the base body 110 and the water tank 300 may
be mounted thereon. The water tank 300 may be inserted
into the upper body 120.
[0220] The upper body 120 may support the load of
the air wash module 100. Especially, the water tank 300
may be mounted on the upper body 120 and the water
tank 300 and the upper body 120 may contact each other.
[0221] A vibration insulation member 370 may be dis-
posed between the water tank 300 and the upper body
120. The vibration insulation member 370 may separate
the water tank 300 and the upper body 120 by a prede-
termined interval, and vibration-isolate the water tank 300
and the upper body 120.
[0222] That is, the vibration insulation member 370
may prevent vibration between the water tank 300 and
the upper body 120. The vibration insulation member 370
may separate the water tank 300 and the upper body 120
by a predetermined interval.
[0223] The vibration insulation member 370 may be
formed of an elastic material. The vibration insulation
member 370 may be disposed on at least one of the water
tank 300 and the upper body 120.
[0224] In this embodiment, the vibration insulation
member 370 may be disposed at the upper body 120 and
support the water tank 300.
[0225] The vibration insulation member 370 may be
disposed inside the upper body 120 and protrude a pre-
determined height from the bottom of the upper body

120. The vibration insulation member 370 may support
the load of the air wash module 200 including the water
tank 300.
[0226] The vibration insulation member 370 may pre-
vent the vibration of the air clean module 100 from being
delivered to the air wash module 200. The vibration in-
sulation member 370 may prevent the vibration of the
blower fan 24, the blower motor 22, and the watering
motor 42, disposed at the air clean module 100, from
being delivered to the air wash module 200.
[0227] Additionally, the vibration insulation member
370 may prevent the vibration of the watering unit 400 of
the air wash module 200 from being delivered to the up-
per body 120.
[0228] Trough the vibration isolation of the vibration
insulation member 370, vibration may be prevented from
being delivered and vibration noise may be reduced.
[0229] Additionally, trough the vibration isolation of the
vibration insulation member 370, resonance occurrence
may be greatly reduced.
[0230] Hereinafter, a structure of the upper body 120
will be described in more detail.
[0231] The upper body 120 may include an upper outer
body 128 forming the exterior of the base body and cou-
pled to the lower body 130, an upper inner body 140
disposed inside the upper outer body 128, having the
water tank 300 inserted therein, and providing the con-
nection flow passage 103, and an air guide 170 coupling
the upper inner body 140 and the upper outer body 128
and guiding air to the water tank 300.
[0232] The upper inner body 140 may be formed to be
opened at the upper side thereof, and may receive the
water tank 300. The upper inner body 140 may form a
portion of the clean connection flow passage 104 into
which filtered air flows.
[0233] The upper inner body 140 may have an upper
inlet 121 formed therein and corresponding to a water
tank inlet 31. The upper inlet 121 may not be an essential
component. It may be sufficient if the upper body 120
has a shape that exposes the water tank inlet 31 to the
connection flow passage 103.
[0234] The air guide 170 may guide air supplied
through the clean connection flow passage 104 to the
upper inlet 121. The air guide 170 may collect air rising
along the outside of the base body 110 toward the inside.
The air guide 170 may change the flowing direction of air
flowing from the lower side to the upper side. However,
the air guide 170 may minimize the flow resistance of air
by minimizing the change angle of the flow direction of air.
[0235] Accordingly, the air guide 170 may include a
guide part 172 formed in the flowing direction of air, and
a change part 174 that is connected to the guide part 172
and changes the flow direction of guided air.
[0236] The air guide 170 may form the connection flow
passage 103.
[0237] The guide part 172 may be formed in the sub-
stantially same direction as the filtering flow passage 102,
and in this embodiment, may be formed in a vertical di-
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rection. The change part 174 may be formed in a direction
crossing the filtering flow passage 102, and in this em-
bodiment, may be formed in a substantially horizontal
direction.
[0238] The change part 174 may be disposed at an
upper side of the air guide 170. The change part 174 may
be connected to the guide part 172 through a curved
surface.
[0239] Although the change part 174 is formed in a
horizontal direction, air passing the connection flow pas-
sage 103 may upwardly flow in a substantially oblique
direction. The flow resistance of air can be reduced by
forming an angle between the connection flow passage
103 and the filtering flow passage 102 to be close to 180
degrees.
[0240] The lower end of the guide part 172 may be
fixed to the upper outer body 128. The upper end of the
change part 174 may be fixed to the upper inner body 140.
[0241] A portion of the clean connection flow passage
104 may be formed outside the upper inner body 140.
The air guide 170 may form a portion of the clean con-
nection flow passage 104. Air passing the clean connec-
tion flow passage 104 may flow into the water tank 300
through the upper inlet 121 and the water tank inlet 31.
[0242] The upper inner body 140 may have a basket
shape on the whole. The upper inner body 140 may have
a circular shape in horizontal section, and the clean con-
nection flow passage 104 may be formed in all directions
of 360 degrees of a circumference of the upper inner
body 140.
[0243] The upper inner body 140 may have the inside
in a concave form and surround the outside of the water
tank 300. The vibration insulation member 370 may be
disposed at the bottom 141 of the upper inner body 140.
[0244] The vibration insulation member 370 may pro-
trude a predetermined height from the bottom 141 of the
upper inner body 120. The vibration insulation member
370 may be formed of a different material than the upper
inner body 140.
[0245] The upper inner body 140 may have an insertion
groove 142 where the vibration insulation member 370
is inserted.
[0246] The insertion groove 142 may be disposed out-
side a first coupler 610. The insertion groove 142 may
be disposed in plurality. The insertion groove 142 may
be disposed in a circumferential direction on the basis of
the watering motor axis 43. The insertion groove 142 may
be disposed symmetrically on the basis of the watering
motor axis 43. The insertion groove 142 may be formed
protruding downwardly from the bottom 141. The inser-
tion groove 142 may be formed concave downwardly
from the upper side.
[0247] Moreover, a fastening member 147 for fixedly
fastening the upper body 120 and the lower body 130
may be disposed and the fastening member 147 may be
installed at the insertion groove 142.
[0248] The lower end of the insertion groove 142 may
be supported by a structure of the lower body 130. The

fastening member may penetrate the lower end of the
insertion groove 142 to be fastened to the lower body 130.
[0249] A hole 143 that the fastening member pene-
trates may be formed at the lower end of the insertion
groove 142. After inserted into the insertion groove 142
at the upper side, the fastening member may be fastened
to the lower body 130.
[0250] After the fastening member 147 is fastened, the
vibration insulation member 370 may be insertingly in-
stalled to the insertion groove 142. The vibration insula-
tion member 370 may seal the insertion groove 142. The
exposure of the fastening member may be prevented by
sealing the insertion groove 142 and the fastening mem-
ber may be prevented from being exposed to water.
[0251] When the water of the water tank 300 overflows,
the water may be stagnated at the bottom of the upper
inner body 140, and when the fastening member 147 is
exposed to the stagnated water, corrosion may occur.
[0252] Additionally, when water is stagnated in a water
tank insertion space 125, water may be leaked into the
lower body 130 through the hole 143 of the insertion
groove 142. Since a plurality of electrical components
are inside the lower body 130, flowing water may be pre-
vented.
[0253] Sealing an installation structure of the fastening
member 147 may be very important due to the above
reason. In this embodiment, through the vibration insu-
lation member 370, the air wash module 200 and the air
clean module 100 may be vibration-insulated and also a
coupling structure of the upper body 120 and the lower
body 130 may be sealed.
[0254] A drainage part 149 for draining the water stag-
nated in the inside to the outside may be formed at the
bottom 141 of the upper inner body 140. The drainage
part 149 may be formed protruding downwardly from the
bottom 141 and a flow passage where water flows may
be formed therein.
[0255] Reinforcing ribs like those formed at the bottom
301 of the water tank body 320 may be formed at the
bottom 141 of the upper inner body 140. A reinforcing rib
formed at the upper inner body 140 is identical to the
above and thus, its description will be omitted.
[0256] An ultraviolet module 290 for providing ultravi-
olet rays may be installed at the bottom of the upper inner
body 140. An upper opening part 146 may be formed at
the bottom 141 of the upper inner body 140.
[0257] The upper opening part 146 may be formed
open in a vertical direction. A window 147 of a material
for transmitting ultraviolet rays may be disposed at the
upper opening part 146.
[0258] The upper opening part 146 may be disposed
at the lower side of the body opening part 326 and the
base opening part 346 of the water tank 300. The ultra-
violet module 190 may be disposed at the lower side of
the window 147. The ultraviolet rays generated from the
ultraviolet module 190 may penetrate the window 147
and the window module 390 to be projected into the water
tank inside.
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[0259] The watering motor 42 may be installed at the
lower side of the upper inner body 140 and the watering
motor axis 43 may penetrate the bottom 141 of the upper
inner body 140 to protrude upwardly. The first coupler
610 may be disposed at the upper end of the watering
motor axis 43. The first coupler 610 may be disposed
inside the upper inner body 140 and formed protruding
upwardly from the bottom 141.
[0260] The sensor housing 336 where the magnetic
sensor 334 is installed may be disposed at a side part of
the upper inner body 140. The sensor housing 336 may
installed as closely contacting the outer side surface of
the upper inner body 140. The sensor housing 336 may
be formed extending long in a vertical direction in order
to detect a water level of the water tank 300. A magnetic
sensor 334 may be disposed inside the sensor housing
336. The sensor housing 336 may be located inside the
air guide 170 and disposed at a clean connection flow
passage 104.
[0261] The air guide 170 may be a component for guid-
ing filtered air to the clean connection flow passage 104,
and may be omitted in accordance with embodiments.
The air guide 170 may combine the upper inner body 140
or the upper outer body 128.
[0262] The air guide 170 may be formed to cover the
upper inner body 140. Particularly, the air guide 170 may
be formed to cover the upper inlet 121, and may guide
filtered air to the upper inlet 121. When viewed from top,
the air guide 170 may have a donut shape.
[0263] In this embodiment, the upper end of the air
guide 170 may adhere closely to the upper end of the
upper inner body 140.
[0264] When viewed from top, the upper side surface
of the air guide 170 may coincide with the upper side
surface of the upper inner body 140. In this embodiment,
an upper inner body ring 126 may be disposed on the
upper end of the upper inner body 140 to be coupled to
or adhere closely to the air guide 170.
[0265] An inner body extension part 148 may be dis-
posed to connect the upper inner body 140 and the upper
inner body ring 126. The inner body extension part 148
may be disposed in plurality. An upper inlet 121 may be
formed between the inner body extension part 148 and
the upper inner body ring 126.
[0266] The inner body extension part 148 may corre-
spond to a water tank body extension part 380. When
the water tank 300 is placed, the water tank body exten-
sion part 380 may be located inside the inner body ex-
tension part 148. The inner body extension part 148 and
the water tank body extension part 380 may overlap each
other inside and outside.
[0267] The upper end of the air guide 170 may adhere
closely to or be coupled to the upper inner body ring 126.
The lower end of the air guide 170 may adhere closely
to or be coupled to the upper outer body 128.
[0268] Accordingly, air flowing through the clean con-
nection flow passage 104 between the upper inner body
140 and the upper outer body 128 may be guided to the

upper inlet 121.
[0269] The diameter of the upper inner body ring 126
and the diameter of the upper end of the air guide 170
may be the same as or similar to each other. The air
guide 170 and the upper inner body ring may adhere
closely to each other to prevent leakage of filtered air.
The upper inner body ring 126 may be disposed inside
the air guide 170.
[0270] A grip 129 may be formed on the upper outer
body 128. The air wash module 200 may be placed in
the upper body, and the whole of the humidification and
air cleaning apparatus can be lifted through the grip 129.
[0271] The upper inner body 140 may have the water
tank insertion space 125 formed therein so as to receive
the water tank 300.
[0272] The clean connection flow passage 104 may
communicate with the inside of the water tank 300. In
this embodiment, the humidification medium 50 may be
disposed inside the clean connection flow passage 104.
[0273] A watering motor 42 of the watering unit 40 de-
scribed later may be installed at the upper body 120. The
watering motor 42 may be physically separated from the
blower motor 22.
[0274] The watering motor 42 may be fixed at the out-
side of the upper inner body 140 through a watering
bracket 126. In this embodiment, the watering motor 42
may be fixed at the undersurface of the upper inner body
140. In this embodiment, the driving force of the watering
motor 42 may penetrate the upper inner body 140 to be
delivered to the inside of the water tank 300.
[0275] In this embodiment, the watering motor 42 and
the blower motor 22 may be separately installed to dif-
ferent structures and through this, vibration may be pre-
vented. In this embodiment, the watering motor 42 may
be installed at an upper body 120 and the blower motor
22 may be installed at a blower housing 150. Through
this, when two motors 22 and 42 operate at the same
time, resonance and vibration may be minimized. The
blower motor 22 and the watering motor 42 may be con-
trolled separately.
[0276] Meanwhile, an outer visual body 214 may be
coupled to the upper side of the upper body 120.
[0277] The outer visual body 214 may be a component
of the visual body 210, but in this embodiment, may be
fixed to the upper body 120. Unlike this embodiment, the
outer visual body 214 may also be fixed to the air wash
module 200. Unlike this embodiment, the outer visual
body 214 may be omitted.
[0278] The outer visual body 214 may be fixed to the
upper body 120. In this embodiment, the outer visual
body 214 may be coupled to the upper outer body 128.
The outer visual body 214 and the outer surface of the
upper outer body 128 may form a continuous surface.
[0279] The outer visual body 214 may be formed of a
material through which a user can see the inside of the
outer visual body 214. The outer visual body 214 may be
formed of a transparent or translucent material.
[0280] The display module 160 may be disposed inside
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the outer visual body 214. The display module 160 may
be disposed to adhere closely to the inner side surface
of the outer visual body 214. When viewed from top, the
display module 160 may have a donut shape. The water
tank 300 may be inserted into the display module 160.
[0281] The display module 160 may be supported by
the outer visual body 214. The inner edge of the display
module 160 may be supported by the upper inner body
ring 126. The display module 160 may be disposed over
the air guide 170. The display module 160 may be man-
ufactured integrally with a connector 260.
[0282] The display module 160 may be disposed over
the air guide 170. The display module 160 may be dis-
posed between the upper outer body 128 and the upper
inner body 140. The display module 160 may cover the
upper outer body 128 and the upper inner body 140 such
that a user cannot see a gap between the upper outer
body 128 and the upper inner body 140. The inside and
the outside of the display module 160 may be sealed to
prevent water from permeating between the upper outer
body 128 and the upper inner body 140.
[0283] The inside of the display module 160 may be
supported by the upper inner body 140, and the outside
of the display module 160 may be supported by the outer
visual body 218.
[0284] In this embodiment, the display 160 may have
a ring shape. Unlike this embodiment, the display 160
may be formed into an arc shape. The display 160 may
include a display PCB 162 and a display housing 164.
The display housing 164 may be formed of a material
that reflects light and coated with a material that reflects
light.
[0285] Accordingly, when water drops are formed on
the visual body 210, water drops formed on the visual
body 210 may be projected onto or reflected by the sur-
face of the display housing 164. When the water drops
formed on visual body 210 flows down, the same effect
is also shown on the display housing 164.
[0286] This effect may give a visual stimulus to a user,
and a user may intuitively recognize that humidification
is being performed. The water drop image projected on
the display housing 164 may give a refreshment feeling
to a user, and may allow a user to know the humidification
state.
[0287] The upper side surface of the display housing
164 may be obliquely formed. The display housing 164
may be obliquely disposed toward a user. Accordingly,
the inside of the display 160 may be high, and the outside
thereof may be low.
[0288] FIG. 22 is a cross-sectional view of FIG. 1. FIG.
23 is an exploded cross-sectional view when a watering
motor and a blower motor are separated.FIG. 24 is a
cross-sectional view when a watering motor and a blower
motor are coupled.
[0289] Referring to the drawing, a coupling relationship
and arrangement of an upper body and a lower body will
be described in more detail.
[0290] A lower body 130 may include a lower outer

body 138 for forming the appearance of a base body 110
and a blower fan housing 150 disposed inside the lower
outer body 138.
[0291] The blower fan housing 150 may be disposed
inside the lower outer body 138 and coupled to the lower
outer body 138.
[0292] The upper body 120 may include an upper outer
body 128 forming the appearance of the base body 110
and coupled with the lower outer body 138 and an upper
inner body 140 disposed inside the upper outer body 128,
including the water tank 300 inserted, and providing a
connection flow passage 103.
[0293] Herein, the upper outer body 128 and the lower
outer body 138 may be fastened to each other. The upper
inner body 140 may be fastened to the blower fan housing
150. In the fastening state, the watering motor 42 and
the blower motor 22 may form a motor separation dis-
tance MD.
[0294] In order for the fastening of the upper outer body
128 and the lower outer body 138, a fastening part 127
may be disposed at the upper outer body 128 and a fas-
tening part 137 may be disposed at the lower outer body
138. Through the fastening parts 127 and 137, the load
may be supported.
[0295] In order for the fastening of the upper inner body
140 and the blower fan housing 150, an insertion groove
142 may be formed at the upper inner body 140 and a
fastening part 152 may be disposed at the blower fan
housing 150.
[0296] Through the insertion groove 142 and the fas-
tening part 152, the load may be supported.
[0297] The watering motor 42 may be installed at the
upper inner body 140 and the blower motor 22 may be
installed at the blower fan housing 150.
[0298] Since the blower motor 22 and the watering mo-
tor 42 are disposed spaced from each other, vibration
may not be directly delivered. Since the blower motor 22
and the watering motor 42 are disposed spaced from
each other, resonance occurrence may be minimized.
[0299] The vibration generated from the blower motor
22 may be delivered to the watering motor 42 only when
going through the blower fan housing 150, the lower outer
body 138, the upper outer body 128, and the upper inner
body 140.
[0300] On the other hand, the vibration generated from
the watering motor 42 may be delivered to the blower
motor 22 only when passing through the upper inner body
140, the upper outer body 128, the lower outer body 138,
and the blower fan housing 150.
[0301] During the process of undergoing a plurality of
structures, vibration may be reduced and buffered.
[0302] Especially, a structure for suppressing vibration
in such a manner may minimize the vibration delivered
to the water tank 300 mounted in the water tank insertion
space 125.
[0303] A humidification and air cleaning apparatus ac-
cording to an exemplary embodiment of the present in-
vention has at least one of the following effects.
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[0304] First, since two motors form a motor separation
interval, vibration generated from one can be prevented
from being directly delivered to the other.
[0305] Second, since the motor separation interval is
formed, even when two motors operate at the same time,
resonance occurrence can be prevented.
[0306] Third, since blower motor and a watering motor
are stacked vertically inside a base body, eccentricity
can be minimized.
[0307] Fourth, since a blower motor axis is installed
downwardly and a watering motor axis is installed up-
wardly, space can be utilized efficiently.
[0308] Fifth, since a blower motor axis and a watering
motor axis are disposed on the same line, even if two of
them operate at the same time, eccentricity and vibration
can be minimized.
[0309] The effects of the present invention are not lim-
ited to the above; other effects that are not described
herein will be clearly understood by the persons skilled
in the art from the following claims.
[0310] While this invention has been particularly
shown and described with reference to preferred embod-
iments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in
the art that various changes in form and details may be
made therein without departing from the scope of the
invention as defined by the appended claims. The pre-
ferred embodiments should be considered in descriptive
sense only and not for purposes of limitation. Therefore,
the scope of the invention is defined not by the detailed
description of the invention but by the appended claims,
and all differences within the scope will be construed as
being included in the present invention.

Claims

1. A humidification and air cleaning apparatus compris-
ing:

a base body (110) comprising an upper body
(120) and a lower body (130) coupled to a lower
part of the upper body (120);
a water tank (300) disposed at the upper body
(120) to store water;
a watering housing (800) disposed inside the
water tank (300) to spray water;
a watering motor (42) installed at the upper body
(120) to provide a torque to the watering housing
(800); and
a blower motor (22) installed at the lower body
(130),
wherein the blower motor (22) and the watering
motor (42) are disposed vertically inside the
base body (110), and the watering motor (42)
and the blower motor (22) are spaced apart from
each other,
wherein the upper body (120) comprises:

an upper outer body (128) forming an ap-
pearance of the base body and coupled to
the lower body; and an upper inner body
(140) disposed inside the upper outer body
(128) and coupled to the upper outer body
(128),
wherein the lower body (130) comprises:

a lower outer body (138) forming an ap-
pearance of the base body (110) and
coupled to the upper outer body (128);
and a blower fan housing (150) dis-
posed inside the lower outer body (138)
and coupled to the lower outer body
(138),
wherein the watering motor (42) is in-
stalled at the upper inner body (128)
and the blower motor (22) is installed
at the blower fan housing (150),
wherein the blower motor (22) compris-
es a blower motor axis (23) and the wa-
tering motor (42) comprises a watering
motor axis (43), and the blower motor
axis (23) and the watering motor axis
(43) are disposed vertically, and
wherein the blower motor axis (23) and
the watering motor axis (43) are dis-
posed on the same straight line.

2. The humidification and air cleaning apparatus of
claim 1, wherein the watering motor (42) is installed
at the lower side of the upper inner body (140) and
the watering motor axis (43) penetrates the bottom
(141) of the upper inner body (140) to protrude up-
wardly.

3. The humidification and air cleaning apparatus of
claim 1 or 2, wherein the blower motor axis (23) is
disposed downwardly, and the watering motor axis
(43) is disposed upwardly.

4. The humidification and air cleaning apparatus of
claim 1, 2, or 3, further comprising:

a first coupling (610) coupled to the watering mo-
tor axis (43); and
a second coupling (620) coupled to the first cou-
pling (610) to receive a torque and coupled to
the watering housing (800) to deliver a torque.

5. The humidification and air cleaning apparatus of
claim 4, wherein the water tank (30) is separably
coupled to the upper body (120), and the first cou-
pling (610) and the second coupling (620) are cou-
pled separably, and when the water tank (30) is sep-
arated, the first coupling and the second coupling
(610, 620) are separated.
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6. The humidification and air cleaning apparatus as
claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein
an upper inner body (140) having a water tank inser-
tion space (125) and the watering motor (42) is in-
stalled at the upper inner body (140).

7. The humidification and air cleaning apparatus as
claimed in any one of the preceding claims, further
comprises a blower fan (24) to blow air, wherein the
blower fan (24) is coupled to the blower motor axis
(23).

8. The humidification and air cleaning apparatus of
claim 7, wherein the blower fan (24) is disposed at
a lower side, and the blower motor (22) is disposed
at an upper side of the blower fan (24), and the blower
motor axis (23) extends downwardly to be coupled
with the blower fan (24).

9. The humidification and air cleaning apparatus of
claim 7 or 8, wherein the blower fan (24) is disposed
to surround the blower motor (22).

10. The humidification and air cleaning apparatus of
claim 7, 8 or 9, wherein the blower fan (24) is a cen-
trifugal fan to admit air from a lower side and then
discharge air in a radial direction.

11. The humidification and air cleaning apparatus of any
one of claims 7 to 10, wherein the blower fan (22)
discharges air in a radial direction and discharges
the air to be inclined upwardly.

12. The humidification and air cleaning apparatus of
claim 1, wherein the upper outer body (128) and the
lower outer body (138) are coupled to be assembled,
and the upper inner body (140) and the blower fan
housing (150) are coupled to be assembled, and the
watering motor (42) and the blower motor (22) form
a motor separation interval and are disposed verti-
cally.

13. The humidification and air cleaning apparatus of
claim 1, wherein the blower motor axis (23) is in-
stalled downwardly, and the watering motor axis (43)
is installed upwardly.

Patentansprüche

1. Befeuchtungs- und Luftreinigungsvorrichtung, die
Folgendes umfasst:

einen Grundkörper (110), der einen oberen Kör-
per (120) und einen unteren Körper (130), der
mit einer unteren Komponente des oberen Kör-
pers (120) gekoppelt ist, umfasst;
einen Wasserbehälter (300), der am oberen

Körper (120) angeordnet ist, um Wasser zu spei-
chern;
ein Besprengungsgehäuse (800), das im Inne-
ren des Wasserbehälters (300) angeordnet ist,
um Wasser zu versprühen;
einen Besprengungsmotor (42), der am oberen
Körper (120) eingebaut ist, um für das Bespren-
gungsgehäuse (800) ein Drehmoment bereitzu-
stellen; und
einen Gebläsemotor (22), der am unteren Kör-
per (130) eingebaut ist,
wobei der Gebläsemotor (22) und der Bespren-
gungsmotor (42) im Inneren des Grundkörpers
(110) vertikal angeordnet sind und der Bespren-
gungsmotor (42) und der Gebläsemotor (22)
voneinander beabstandet sind,
wobei der obere Körper (120) Folgendes um-
fasst:

einen oberen Außenkörper (128), der ein
Erscheinungsbild des Grundkörpers bildet
und mit dem unteren Körper gekoppelt ist;
und einen oberen Innenkörper (140), der im
Inneren des oberen Außenkörpers (128)
angeordnet und mit dem oberen Außenkör-
per (128) gekoppelt ist,
wobei der untere Körper (130) Folgendes
umfasst:

einen unteren Außenkörper (138), der
ein Erscheinungsbild des Grundkör-
pers (110) bildet und mit dem oberen
Außenkörper (128) gekoppelt ist; und
ein Gebläseventilatorgehäuse (150),
das im Inneren des unteren Außenkör-
pers (138) angeordnet und mit dem un-
teren Außenkörper (138) gekoppelt ist,
wobei der Besprengungsmotor (42) am
oberen Innenkörper (128) eingebaut ist
und der Gebläsemotor (22) am Geblä-
seventilatorgehäuse (150) eingebaut
ist,
wobei der Gebläsemotor (22) eine Ge-
bläsemotorachse (23) umfasst und der
Besprengungsmotor (42) eine Be-
sprengungsmotorachse (43) umfasst
und die Gebläsemotorachse (23) und
die Besprengungsmotorachse (43)
vertikal angeordnet sind, und
wobei die Gebläsemotorachse (23)
und die Besprengungsmotorachse (43)
auf derselben geraden Linie angeord-
net sind.

2. Befeuchtungs- und Luftreinigungsvorrichtung nach
Anspruch 1, wobei der Besprengungsmotor (42) auf
der unteren Seite des oberen Innenkörpers (140)
eingebaut ist und die Besprengungsmotorachse (43)
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den Boden (141) des oberen Innenkörpers (140)
durchdringt, derart, dass sie nach oben vorsteht.

3. Befeuchtungs- und Luftreinigungsvorrichtung nach
Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Gebläsemotorachse
(23) nach unten orientiert angeordnet ist und die Be-
sprengungsmotorachse (43) nach oben orientiert
angeordnet ist.

4. Befeuchtungs- und Luftreinigungsvorrichtung nach
Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3, die ferner Folgendes umfasst:

eine erste Kopplung (610), die mit der Bespren-
gungsmotorachse (43) gekoppelt ist; und
eine zweite Kopplung (620), die mit der ersten
Kopplung (610) gekoppelt ist, um ein Drehmo-
ment zu empfangen, und mit dem Bespren-
gungsgehäuse (800) gekoppelt ist, um ein Dreh-
moment abzugeben.

5. Befeuchtungs- und Luftreinigungsvorrichtung nach
Anspruch 4, wobei der Wasserbehälter (30) auf
trennbare Weise mit dem oberen Körper (120) ge-
koppelt ist und die erste Kopplung (610) und die
zweite Kopplung (620) auf trennbare Weise gekop-
pelt sind und dann, wenn der Wasserbehälter (30)
abgetrennt wird, die erste Kopplung und die zweite
Kopplung (610, 620) getrennt werden.

6. Befeuchtungs- und Luftreinigungsvorrichtung nach
einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei ein
oberer Innenkörper (140) einen Wasserbehälterein-
setzraum (125) aufweist und der Besprengungsmo-
tor (42) am oberen Innenkörper (140) eingebaut ist.

7. Befeuchtungs- und Luftreinigungsvorrichtung nach
einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, die ferner ei-
nen Gebläseventilator (24), um Luft zu blasen, um-
fasst, wobei der Gebläseventilator (24) mit der Ge-
bläsemotorachse (23) gekoppelt ist.

8. Befeuchtungs- und Luftreinigungsvorrichtung nach
Anspruch 7, wobei der Gebläseventilator (24) auf
einer unteren Seite angeordnet ist und der Gebläse-
motor (22) auf einer oberen Seite des Gebläseven-
tilators (24) angeordnet ist und die Gebläsemo-
torachse (23) sich derart nach unten erstreckt, dass
sie mit dem Gebläseventilator (24) gekoppelt ist.

9. Befeuchtungs- und Luftreinigungsvorrichtung nach
Anspruch 7 oder 8, wobei der Gebläseventilator (24)
derart angeordnet ist, dass er den Gebläsemotor
(22) umgibt.

10. Befeuchtungs- und Luftreinigungsvorrichtung nach
Anspruch 7, 8 oder 9, wobei der Gebläseventilator
(24) ein Zentrifugalventilator ist, derart, dass er Luft
von einer unteren Seite einlässt und daraufhin Luft

in einer radialen Richtung auslässt.

11. Befeuchtungs- und Luftreinigungsvorrichtung nach
einem der Ansprüche 7 bis 10, wobei der Gebläse-
ventilator (22) Luft in einer radialen Richtung aus-
lässt und die Luft derart auslässt, dass sie nach oben
geneigt ausströmt.

12. Befeuchtungs- und Luftreinigungsvorrichtung nach
Anspruch 1, wobei der obere Außenkörper (128) und
der untere Außenkörper (138) derart gekoppelt sind,
dass sie zusammenzubauen sind, und der obere In-
nenkörper (140) und das Gebläseventilatorgehäuse
(150) derart gekoppelt sind, dass sie zusammenzu-
bauen sind, und der Besprengungsmotor (42) und
der Gebläsemotor (22) einen Motortrennungsab-
stand bilden und vertikal angeordnet sind.

13. Befeuchtungs- und Luftreinigungsvorrichtung nach
Anspruch 1, wobei die Gebläsemotorachse (23)
nach unten orientiert eingebaut ist und die Bespren-
gungsmotorachse (43) nach oben orientiert einge-
baut ist.

Revendications

1. Appareil d’humidification et d’épuration d’air
comportant :

un corps de base (110) comportant un corps su-
périeur (120) et un corps inférieur (130) couplé
à une partie inférieure du corps supérieur (120) ;
un réservoir d’eau (300) disposé sur le corps
supérieur (120) pour stocker de l’eau ;
un boîtier d’arrosage (800) disposé à l’intérieur
du réservoir d’eau (300) pour pulvériser l’eau ; et
un moteur d’arrosage (42) installé sur le corps
supérieur (120) pour fournir un couple au boîtier
d’arrosage (800) ; et
un moteur de ventilateur soufflant (22) installé
sur le corps inférieur (130),
dans lequel le moteur de ventilateur soufflant
(22) et le moteur d’arrosage (42) sont disposés
verticalement à l’intérieur du corps de base
(110), et le moteur d’arrosage (42) et le moteur
de ventilateur soufflant (22) sont espacés l’un
de l’autre,
dans lequel le corps supérieur (120) comporte :

un corps extérieur supérieur (128) formant
un aspect du corps de base et couplé au
corps inférieur ; et un corps intérieur supé-
rieur (140) disposé à l’intérieur du corps ex-
térieur supérieur (128) et couplé au corps
extérieur supérieur (128),
dans lequel le corps inférieur (130)
comporte :
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un corps extérieur inférieur (138) for-
mant un aspect du corps de base (110)
et couplé au corps extérieur supérieur
(128) ; et un boîtier de ventilateur souf-
flant (150) disposé à l’intérieur du corps
extérieur inférieur (138) et couplé au
corps extérieur inférieur (138),
dans lequel le moteur d’arrosage (42)
est installé sur le corps intérieur supé-
rieur (128) et le moteur de ventilateur
soufflant (22) est installé sur le boîtier
de ventilateur soufflant (150),
dans lequel le moteur de ventilateur
soufflant (22) comporte un axe de mo-
teur de ventilateur soufflant (23) et le
moteur d’arrosage (42) comporte un
axe de moteur d’arrosage (43), et l’axe
de moteur de ventilateur soufflant (23)
et l’axe de moteur d’arrosage (43) sont
disposés verticalement, et
dans lequel l’axe de moteur de ventila-
teur soufflant (23) et l’axe de moteur
d’arrosage (43) sont disposés sur la
même ligne droite.

2. Appareil d’humidification et d’épuration d’air selon la
revendication 1, dans lequel le moteur d’arrosage
(42) est installé sur le côté inférieur du corps intérieur
supérieur (140) et l’axe de moteur d’arrosage (43)
pénètre dans le fond (141) du corps intérieur supé-
rieur (140) pour faire saillie vers le haut.

3. Appareil d’humidification et d’épuration d’air selon la
revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel l’axe de moteur de
ventilateur soufflant (23) est disposé vers le bas, et
l’axe de moteur d’arrosage (43) est disposé vers le
haut.

4. Appareil d’humidification et d’épuration d’air selon la
revendication 1, 2 ou 3, comportant en outre :

un premier dispositif de couplage (610) couplé
à l’axe de moteur d’arrosage (43) ; et
un second dispositif de couplage (620) couplé
au premier dispositif de couplage (610) pour re-
cevoir un couple et couplé au boîtier d’arrosage
(800) pour délivrer un couple.

5. Appareil d’humidification et d’épuration d’air selon la
revendication 4, dans lequel le réservoir d’eau (30)
est couplé au corps supérieur (120) de manière sé-
parable, et le premier dispositif de couplage (610) et
le second dispositif de couplage (620) sont couplés
de manière séparable, et lorsque le réservoir d’eau
(30) est séparé, le premier dispositif de couplage et
le second dispositif de couplage (610, 620) sont sé-
parés.

6. Appareil d’humidification et d’épuration d’air selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes,
dans lequel un corps intérieur supérieur (140) ayant
un espace d’insertion de réservoir d’eau (125) et le
moteur d’arrosage (42) est installé sur le corps inté-
rieur supérieur (140).

7. Appareil d’humidification et d’épuration d’air selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes,
comportant en outre un ventilateur soufflant (24)
pour souffler de l’air, dans lequel le ventilateur souf-
flant (24) est couplé à l’axe de moteur de ventilateur
soufflant (23).

8. Appareil d’humidification et d’épuration d’air selon la
revendication 7, dans lequel le ventilateur soufflant
(24) est disposé sur un côté inférieur, et le moteur
de ventilateur soufflant (22) est disposé sur un côté
supérieur du ventilateur soufflant (24), et l’axe de
moteur soufflant (23) s’étend vers le bas pour être
couplé au ventilateur soufflant (24).

9. Appareil d’humidification et d’épuration d’air selon la
revendication 7 ou 8, dans lequel le ventilateur souf-
flant (24) est disposé de manière à entourer le mo-
teur de ventilateur soufflant (22).

10. Appareil d’humidification et d’épuration d’air selon la
revendication 7, 8 ou 9, dans lequel le ventilateur
soufflant (24) est un ventilateur centrifuge pour ad-
mettre de l’air provenant d’un côté inférieur et éva-
cuer ensuite l’air dans une direction radiale.

11. Appareil d’humidification et d’épuration d’air selon
l’une quelconque des revendications 7 à 10, dans
lequel le ventilateur soufflant (22) évacue l’air dans
une direction radiale et évacue l’air de manière in-
clinée vers le haut.

12. Appareil d’humidification et d’épuration d’air selon la
revendication 1, dans lequel le corps extérieur su-
périeur (128) et le corps extérieur inférieur (138) sont
couplés pour être assemblés, et le corps intérieur
supérieur (140) et le boîtier de ventilateur soufflant
(150) sont couplés pour être assemblés, et le moteur
d’arrosage (42) et le moteur de ventilateur soufflant
(22) forment un intervalle de séparation de moteurs
et sont disposés verticalement.

13. Appareil d’humidification et d’épuration d’air selon la
revendication 1, dans lequel l’axe de moteur de ven-
tilateur soufflant (23) est installé vers le bas, et l’axe
de moteur d’arrosage (43) est installé vers le haut.
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